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Abstract
Interpretations of TM satellite data andof aerial photographs are important tools
for soil
mapping. They enable planningof the field survey by directing the observations to the most
informative sites. GIS enables control on validity of interpretationunits for selected terrain
characteristics as well as a check on accuracy of boundaies of mapping units by studying
the relationship of spectral information with specific terrain data.
It also provides for a powerful instrument to compose useful combinationsof thematic
data and evaluate their informative value.
In this study,schemesweremade
on informationacquisition,reconnaissance soil
mapping and erosion hazard mapping in a second phase, using renlote sensing, GIS and
dl3ase.
During the fieldwork at scale 1:30,000 of the second phase, emphasis was laid upon
filling up gaps in observation on soils. A land use map was constructed and observations
were done to build up a terrain davabase according to the SOTER system. GIS was used to
mive at mapping units with uniform soil, slope percentage, dope length, land cover and
land use to serve regional erosion study. The so-called S W A P programme was used to
calculate soil loss per land unit according to USLE and SLEMSA. Finally,the data on soil
loss were translated in erosion hazard classes.

Les interprktations des données du satellite
TM et des photos aériennes sont d'importants
outils pour la cartographie du sol. Ils permettent de planifier la surveillance du terrain en
orientant les obsemations vers les sites
les plus instructifs.
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Le SIG permet un contrôle sur la valeur des unitts d'interprétation des caractéristiques
sélectionnCesduterrain ainsi que la surveillance de la précisiondes linlites desunités
cartographiques en êtudiant la relationentrel'informationspectraleetlesdonnées
spécifiques du terrain.
L1 fournit aussi un instrument puissant qui esten mesure de faire des combinaisons utiles
de données thématiques et d'en évaluer la valeur informative.
Dans cette étude, des plans ont
été êtablis sur les acquisitions de l'information, sur
la cartographie du sol 2 l'échelle de
reconnaissance et la cartographie des risques d'érosion dans une seconde phascen utilisant
la tilédétection, le S1G et dBase. Durant les recherches sur le terrainB I'échelle 1/30 000 de
la seconde phase, l'accent a été m i s sur I'klimination des lacunes dans l'observation du sol.
Une carte d'utilisation des terresa étk produite et des observations servant à constituer une
base de données du terrain ont été faites suivant le systeme SOTER. Le SIG a 6tC utilisk
pour arriver aux unités mrtographiquesavec une uniformité en sol, pourcentage et longueur
de la pente, couverture du sol et l'utilisation du terrain afin de servir ~ L I Xetudes régionales
sur l'érosion.
Le programme nommé SWEM a éte employê pour calculer la perte de terre par unit6
de terrain selonUSLE and SLEMSA. Finalement,les données s u les pertes de terres ont et6
traduites dansla catêgorie: risque d'érosion.

1. Introduction
The Kaya area (approx. 190 km2) is located north-east of the capital Ouagadougou in
Burkina Faso (Fig. 1) between the coordinates13"13'30"-13'6'0" N and 1'2'36''1'6'48" W.
Geologically, the arca consists of Precambrian schist, metavolcanites, migmatite and
granite. In the Pleistocene, when relief of the schist Iandscape was more pronounced,
plinthite \vas formed in soils ofthepiedmonts,which
irreversibly hardened into
ironstone. After intensive erosion of the schist hills and the piedmont zone, remnants of
ironcaps generally form the highest conlponents of the landscape.
The present ironcaps with footslopes are for reasons of high stoniness, low water
holding capacity andhighrunoffgenerally
not used for annual cropping but for
extensive grazing. Therefore, shrub vegetation and more or less permanent spots with
stable herbs are present, leading to accumulation of aeolic material, which upon erosion
by run offis transported downslopecovering Clay loams in broad Valley land, containing
Valley bottoms (basfonds)and adjacent pediments.
The analysis of drainage pattern identifies areas with highgully erosion in the Valley
bottoms. Normally, Clay loams are exposed at thesesites.
Gullied land and nearlyabandoned badlands were found locally in the Valley land of
the study area. However, marks of sheetand ri11 erosion are found to be dominant
features.
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Figure 1. Location of the study area.

The variations in texture and soil depth are generally great in the Valley land and the
study areaas a whole, whichindicates different susceptibility to erosion of the soil units.
In order to get insight in the erosion hazard of the soil unils in the study area, soils as
well as land use and land cover weseidentified.
The present research focuses on the application of remote sensing and GIS, using
ILWTS (Integrated Land and
Watershed
management Information
System:
VALENZUELA, 1988) and erosion models to estimate erosion hazard in the study area
with its specific terrain conditions. For this purpose, soil and tesrain properties wese
described according to the SOTER system (World SOils and TERrain digital database:
. VAN ENGELEN
and PULLES,1991). The S\VEAP (SOTER Water Erosion Assessment
Program: VAN DEN BERG,1992) programme was used to calculate soil loss according
USLE (Universal Soil Loss Equation, WISCHMEIER
and SMITH:1978) and SLEMSA
(Soil Loss Equation Mode1 forSouthern Africa: STOCKING
et al., 1988). The outcomeof
the erosion mode1 calculationswasused to estimate erosion hazard of the different
mapping units.
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The present researsh is an ex,m~pleof information fusion. Several inputs belonging to
different levels are combined. Each level
has specific properties and requires its own
quality
measures and fusion technique ( B a ~ nand
. PINZ. 1992). For instance, the level of aerial
photo-interpretation may be combined with that of a classified satellite image. There are
rcquirements for matching thcse levels and for fkion of information. For example. some
mapping units may be identified by both levels. Others are not since level properties are
different. Still information of both levels canbe valuable for the research.
To enable coverage oftvvo images, the image data of one image have to be made
conform to the othcr (registration). Satellite imagery
has a pixel by pixel registrationlmhich
by lack of sufficient topogaphic data may be the tool to be used for registration of other
imagery. However if topographic data at suitable scale are availablei the satellite image is
georeferenced. that ismap coordinates are assigned to the image data.
Information on aerial photographshas to be tinked with thatof topographic maps ‘and/or
satellite imagery by rectification: identical points are identified on both images and
the
software tnkes care of makingboeh images conform in projection. For areas with
high relief,
appropriate techniquesfor correcting aerial displacement should
be used.
The next stcps are the location of sbscrvation points and mapping units as well as the
study of thematic attributes.
In reconnaissance
mapping,
we identify
complex
terrain
objects
as
aided
by
interpretation of remotesensingdataand
temîn observation.Observationpoints
are
registered of which the attributes are described in a separate database. The soil unit is an
elementary obiect inan aggregation hierarchy as described by MOLENAUX
and J~ANSSEN
(1992),while the physiographic unitis a complex object.
The codes of mapping units on their h m may have a hierarchical structure: landscape land unit- soil unit.
Since it concems mapping at reconnaissance scale, the elementary object has a certain
complexity, being often heterogeneous in soil conditions. At larger scales, the elementary
object will generally be more homogeneous.
Bther properties of the terrain. such as land cover, land use andvegetation,wil1be
related to soil conditions in a variable way if human influence is hi&. Remote sensing is
describing mainly surface characteristics of the earth surface (land cover etc.). Complete
fusion with soil characteristics cannot be expected at high human impact.
Nevertheless,theinformationis
of interest for environmentalmapping. The link
between remote sensing data,primarily in raster structure and
GIS with object data in vector
format cm be done by identification of the rater elements (pixels): classification withthe
final aim of object identification(MOLEN~M
and JANSSEN,
1992).
Classified remote sensing image dataof one acquisition may be conlbined with remote
sensing data of another acquisition or with image data of another information level by
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crossing. The latter (e.g.by matrix) is a means to enable infoimation fusion, that is combine
information of different levels (e.g.soil and land use).
Li

3. GIS applied in this research
The method applied in this research is illustrated in the flow chart of figure 2 (scheme
modifiedfromtheexamplegiven
by MOLENAARandJANSSEN,1992).Theflow
of
information sources and acquisition, including control
on accuracy and second fieldwork are
indicated in this scheme. TheTM image was georeferenced byGPS data.
The main GIS activities were in the fields of referencing aerial photographs with Th4
inlagery and crossingof map data. Data modelling and classification fural
were activities.

4. Reconnaissance soil mapping
The study area was mapped at a scale of 1:30,000 aided by TM satellite datka
(acquisition: January 8, 1991), enlargements of aerial photographs with original scale
1:50,000 [acquisition: January, 1982)
and
aerial photographs of scale 1:30,000
(acquisition: October 1981).
Themethod used for soil mapping is illustrated in table 1. Five stages are
recognized. The innovative methodsare presented in bold characters. For physiognomy
used as a basis for description of soil surface and other terrain propesties, the reader is
referred to POUGETand MULDERS(1988).
Table 1. Reconnaissance soil mapping.
Stage
First appraisalof land cover
SII (Satellite Image Interpretation)
API (AirPhot-Interpretation)
Physiographic
uNts and
drainage
pattern.
Laudscape guidedsoil and terrain
Land description,soil d m ,locationof
Il Fmt fieldwork
observation
on
observations APs
Physiognomy,fieldreilectmce, B a s e
Reflectancedata,terraindatabase.
IJI Digital data
SAD* classification,georeferencingandPrel.landcovermap,observationsmap,
processing
rectification,
APs-TOP":-SAD
roads map, drainage systems map,
physiographic map.preliminq soil map.
Crossing ofprel. soil mapwith SI
Control on boundaries of mapping units.
Queries to terraindatabase + M I
Sitestoinvestigate in final fieldwork.
IV Finalfoeldwork Soil and terrain observationat
Completionof terrain dlltabase
sitedoutcome KI, B a s e
V Fmal digital data Queriestoterraindatabase, API, SII and Final legends,final nups on land cover,
classification
land and
processing
use and soil.
inkrpxtation
1

Pre-fieldwork

* SAD :SAtelliteData;

'"TOP :TOPopphic data.
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Figure 2. Flow chart of information acquisition, fusion and data classification.

The physiognomic description is used with field reflectance data
to get understmding of
the multispectrd reflectance of land cover. Modelling has to beused to arrive from detailed
measurement d land components to land cover data, which can be correlated with low
resolution remote sensing data(MULDERS
et al. 1993).
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For satellite image interpretation and crossingof preliminary soil nlap with the satellite
image, the reader is referred
to MLJLDERS and
C A S ~ W(1996).
The repeatedinteraction of interpretationmapswiththeterraindatabase
to control
boundaries and improve accuracy calmot be emphasized too much. Besides digitizing map
and image data, it is the mostoutstandingaspect of the proposed method. Also dBase
actions to produce the
final legend belongto this category.

5. Erosion hazard nlapping
The methodappliedforerosionhazardmappinginthisresearch
is basedon
characterizingsoilunitsbp
SOTER propertiesandsubsequentapplication
of S W A P
software to calcubate soil loss according the
to USLE andSLEMSA erosion models.
The SOTER methodology, normally applied at exploratory scale, is usedthis
in research
to characterize soil units
at reconnaissance 1:30,000 scale.
The method is schematically represented in Table 2. In this table, c- and f-values are
mentioned.
The c-value is the cover and management factor in USLE. The factor Oisfor complete
protection of soil and 1 for a clean-tilled fallow. Since it concerns multiple land use types
with permanent or shifting cultivation and grazing,a physiognomic appraisal of % of trees,
grass -I-herbsandcropsperlandusetypeproducedthebestresults,usingc-factors
according toKASSAM (1991; resultson c-factor estimations are given in MULDERS, 1995).
The f-value stands for the SLEMSA intrinsic soil erodibilityindependenceofsoil
texture class and type
of soil developnlent(VAN DEN BERG, 1992).
Interpretation of TM satellite imageq/ (NDVI orNormalizedDifferenceVegetation
Index) was used for estimation of density of land cover. The resulting land cover map was
crossed with the land use map to produce land use units with classified vegetation cover:
LUC0 in Table 2.
To arrive at soil units with specified land use and vegetation cover, the soil map was
crossed with the LUC0 map: LUCOSO in Table 2. Quelies to the terrain database and
statistical calculations in dBase were the tools to defme the average characteristics per unit.
However, the estimationof slope length needed a specifïc approach
as detailed below.
The characteristic slope length, needed for
SOTER formulation (phaseIV, Table 2), was
diffïcult to estimateby lack of field data on slope direction. However,
GIS may help, also in
this case. The ILWIS system enables processing a distance map, representing isodistance
lines as detemined by the distance to nearest drainage
ways (Fig. 3).
The distance nmp was crossed with the LUCOSO map. Each unit
of the LUCOSO map
example).
could be characterized by pixel frequency and distance measures 4:
(Fig.
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In figure 4. unit A312 representing (very) gently sloping glacis (valley land), is partly
adjacent to the drainage way (0-150m). However, difierent populations are found around
175 m and 320m distance from the drainageway.
The graphs appeared to represent conqdes units. It was necessary to simulate different
forms of the LUCOS0 map and estimate formulae to determine average slope length per
unit. Someof the simulated forms are given in figure 5.
Table 2. Reconnaissance erosion hazard mapping acc. SOTER and SFNEAP.

ts

MCthOd

Stage

T1

Fieldwork

Laboratory
analyses
IV Digitaldata
processing
III

Interpretation landcover, land use and
soil maps
MI and SII
Observation of SOTER characteristics.
dBase
API, SII and termin observation

First appnisal of eroded xeas

Analyses of topsoil samples.

Selestion of observation sites.
Field characteristics
SOTER database.
Details on emsion and accumulation.
Land cover.
Texhtre, EC and OM.

Crossing landuse and landcover maps.

LUC0 combination.

Crossing LUC0 mith soil map.
Queries to terrain datahase.

LUCOSO combination.
Legend terrain.soil and land cover LUCOSO
UnitS.

V

Application
of
SwEap

Distance of drainage ways.
Produce distance map.
Crossing of LUCOSO with distance map. Slope length(SLEN).
Completion of SOTER database incl. III and
SOTER data file.
SLEN.
CLimatic data. land use and vegetation (c- and
f- values).
Soil loss and factors USLE andSLEMSA.
Emsion haard ratinp.

TAB files.
Run the models.
Classification soil loss.

Neglecting thed = 0 value, thegraph in figure4 is thought to be builton GD from d= 0100, RO from d = 100-280 and GD from d = 280-500. Based on the simulated forms of
figure 5, approximations of formulae to cdculatitr the slope length, or the length of unit as
measured from the drainage way, were macle, using y-x d-values, average frequencies and
weightedaveraged-values of segnents in case of complexcurves,such as thatfrom
figure4. Attentionshouldbepaid
to hills with opposite S I Q directions
~
anddifferent
distances to drainage waysfrom one direction andothers, which lead to errorsin estimation
of dope length.
The resulting dope lengthdataper LUC0S0 unitwereregisteredtocomplete
the
SOTER file. The TAB files with data on climate,
land use and vegetation were compiledto
run SWAP, theprogrammecompiledtocalculate
soil loss according to USLE and
SLEMSA.
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Figure 4. Graph of frequency (y-mis) and distanceof drainage ways (x-axis)of unit A312 with
AV, produced by QPRO.
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EB = elongated broad
EL = Ellips
EN = elongated n m w wap
GD = gradual decrease
GI = gradual increase
IR = irregulx
RO = roundd
//a = paralle1 and a4iaccent to draindge wap

c = distance in20 m units dong (//) drainage
d = distance in20 m uni& from drainage wap
f = 70 ln K 20 m pixel ti-equency
n =oblique to drainage way
i = containing inclusions
c = cut off by drainage way
hn = starting broad h m drainage way but
continuing n m w

Figure 5. Simulated forms for distance appraisal of mapping units.
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6. Results
The area was subdivided into the following landscape and soilullits (between brackets:
soil classification accordingFAO-UNESCO, (1994 and CPCS, 1967):
A. Landscape with schist and meta-volcanites.
0 A l . Soils of the hills (Lithosol, Eutric Regosol, Sul brzrrz eutrophe tropical).
0 A2. Soils of the ironcaps (Lithosol, Sols ininéraza b r m d'apport éolien, Sols
yen évolués litlliqlres et régosoliques).
A3. Soils of the valleys (Eutric Fluvisol, Sol peu évolué d'apport allzrvial).
0 A4. Rock outcrops.
B. Landscape with granite and nligmatite
0 B 1. Soils of the ironcaps (see A2).
0 B2. Soils of the valleys (Dystric Regosol, Sols min4rmx bruts d'apport
alluvial; Eubic Fluvisol, Sol peu évoluk d'apport crlllrvial).
0 B3. Rock outcrops.
The results on soil loss data of LUCOSO units, each covering more than 2% of the
study area, are given in Table 3. For description of soil units as outconle of dBase
(Table 4).
Soil loss calculated according SLEMSA appeared to be always higher than calculated
according USLE. To illustrate soil disbibution, land use and erosion hazard, those maps are
given of the central partof the areain figure 6. For descriptionof land use units,see Table 5.
Table 3. Soil loss according USLE and SLEMSA and erosion hazard classification.
LUCOSO

kra

soil

Land use

(Unit nr.)

(9)

(Code)

(Code"')

8
9
12
23
25
37
45
57
61
67
75
79

5.7

A150
A150
A150
A240
A3 12
A340
Bl2l
B 140
B211
B2 13
B230
B230

CB
CBH
PH
P
AV
AV

2.8
6.8

* For explmation of codes: see Table

cv
P
AV

AV
AV

cv

5.
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Erosion hazard
Soil loss (tons/ha/yr)
USLE
LISLE
SLEMSA
3

4.9
1.3
0.8
5.8
3 4.2
4.1
2 2.7
4.2
7.0
9.3
10.4
8.6

12.8
3.4
2.1
19.6
18.2
16.0
5.0
23.6
17.7
26.7
18.9
15.6

1
1
3
3
3
3
3
4
3

The maps in figure 6 illustrate the patternof erosion hazard. Thereis some resemblance
of erosion hazard with thesoil map, but it is more the combinationof soil and landuse with
the specific SOTER characteristics, such as dope length, soil structure and texture of the
topsoil,whichdeterminetheerosion
hzard class. Due to the classification of erosion
hazard,there is a generalsimplification, especidly in the landscape mith graniteand
n@matite (B).
Table 4. Description of soil mapping units of study men (Fig. 6).
Code

A130
150 A

A210
‘4222

100

A230
AM@
A3 12
A313
A3 14

A330
A340
B110
6111
78
B 122

%,

ICH)
87
7
6
37
100
54
27
46

100

44
48
32
18

3.6

Testure
0-30 :::::

17

cl

31

SI

19
Y4

silk

10

Sl

SI

Texture
30-60

Texnue
60-120

1
SC1

SC1

cl

Cl

SI

SI
SC1

2
13
25

10
39
32
85
48
25

14
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SC1

Cl

C

75
10
29

SC1

SC1

cl

2.0
2.0

25
50
45

3.4
3.0

19

SI

??

15

100

32.0

100
11
41
37
sl Y9

2.0

2.1
3918.3
3.6
1.9
3.0
1.6
2.8
1.3
1.3

100

IIX)
19
93
82

18
100
100
100

Io0
43

S4

8 Y1

::’ Drainagecondition:

27

Dcpth
(cm)

1O

1

B213
B130

4.5
2.1

Surface Dninage
hlocks
cond.*

7s

9

92

Surface
gave1

11.0
3.0

I
-

B130
B140
B211

Average
dope

26

4.5

58
26

2.0
1.7
2.8
2.0

21
7
55
8

1.3

al

7
I

2

1

98
Y5

SC1

nsl

SC1

SC1

1s

1s

sl

SC1

1s

1s

SI
I.

sl
sl

SI

SI

SC1

1s

SI

sl
sl

SI

SI

1s

SI

SI

SI

1

cl

rapidly(R), wpellO,imperfectly(Tl; ** Soi1texture: silty(si), sandy(s), lom lloamy (l), clay (c).

The classificationof erosion huard applied in this study needs further elaboration.
However, the mainaim of the study was to testGIS and Remote Sensing for estimation
of erosion hazard. GIS, used for combination of soil and land use as well as combination
with land cover, appeared to be an essential tool.
An interesting application of GIS is the
estimation ofdope length by isodistance linesfrom the drainage ways. At the moment, that
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was the goal. However, the present visual interpretation of graphs should be replaced
by
geostatistical methods to calculate slope length. Moreover, the average distance
of mapping
units to the drainageway itself may be usedin models to calculate runoff contribution from
more distant unitsto those more near to the drainage way.
It has to betakeninmind,thatthe
SOTER system wasconlpiled for smallscale
mapping. Estimation of land use and vegetation was found to be difficult according to the
classification and mode1 input data given in the manual. Adaptations were necessary to
applythesystematscale1:30,000.
Tt isadvisable to takephysiognomicvegetation
properties as an entry to classification
of land use and vegetation.
Databasemanagementand
SWAP wereappropriatetocarryoutthesoil
loss
calculations. The present appraisalis a per unit calculation of soil loss for average rainfall
conditions; the influence of runoff comingfrom units upslopeis not accountedfor.
Table 5. Description of land use units (Fig. Gc).
Code

Description

P
Intensively
CV

Pasture @citllnrge)
cultivated high fertilization
level (champs de IiNage)

Extensively
cultivated
CB

(cl~arnps
de

3

7

14

38

76

4

5

6

60

85

6

1

13

46

75

9

1

10

40

15

brousse)

Valley AV

bottoln with liuit trecs

If we comparetheresults on soil lossanderosionhazardwiththosederived
for
exploratory scale by OLDE~IAN
et al. (1991), the degree of degradation estimated by these
authors seems to be exaggerated. The area nortl1of Ouagadougou was chmacterized by the
following indication: Wt3.5NVd3.3 g/a, where Wt stands for loss of topsoil and 3.5 for
strongdegree of degradation (50-100% of theareaaffected);Wd
is indicatingterrain
defo1mation/mass movenlent, 3.3 is strong degradation (10-25% of the area affected), g/a
indicates the cause by overgrazing/agriculturalactivities. At small scale,we would prefer to
go one step backin degree of degradation.

Conclusions
The application of GIS andrelnotesensingtogetherwith
Base, is pronlising for
assessment of erosion hazard. Remote sensing with multispectral satellite data was useful
for soil survey andfor estimation of density of land cover.
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A

Figure 6. Erosion hazard (A). soils (B) and land use (C) in central part of the study area.
Erosion hazard classes (USLE): O: < 0.3;
1: 0.3-1.5: 2: 1.5-4;
4-10;
3:
(tonshdyr)
4: 10-20; 5: 20-50;
6: 50-150:
7: > 150.

Slope length estimation using isodistance m
h the drainage ways and moreover the
average distance from the drainage way per mapping unit are aspects, which have to be
M e r studied to improveerosionhazardestimation.Forexample,themodelsshould
include the contribution of runoff from upslope units for erosion hazu-d estimation.
Themediumscaleapproachwasuseful
to test thevdiidity of exploratoryscale
assumptions onSBTER characteristics. The study of key areas will improve the exploratory
scale surveys on degradation.
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